Instructions and Product Information

Don't Become a Victim
Every so often we received inquiries from our customers regarding inconsistency in product performance. Those baﬄed
customers, as usual turned out to be victims of counterfeiting, they inadvertently bought the fake Caboki from various
online marketplaces.
Whenever a good brand is in demand, counterfeiters spring into action, ready to scam consumers like you. Counterfeiters
sure can replicate our logo and package, but not our product performance and product safety.

How to Avoid Being Scammed
1. Purchase from Oﬃcial sites:
caboki.com (US), caboki.ca (Canada), caboki.co.uk (UK), caboki.net.au (Australia), caboki.hk (HK), caboki.tw (Taiwan),
caboki.cn (China), caboki.fr (France), caboki.it (Italy), caboki.es (Spain).
2. Verify authenticity: Each and every genuine Caboki comes with its own unique code that allows you to verify its
authenticity at Caboki.com.
If what you've purchased does not have an Authenticity Veriﬁcation code, it is fake!
Even if it comes with a code, you still must go to our site to verify, because the code could be fake!
Follow instructions at the back of package to verify its authenticity.

Instructions
Caboki is meant to thicken your existing hair, apply this product only to area with hair. Do not use it on completely bald area. Use on
scalp hair only.
For best results, apply Caboki on clean and completely dry hair. Make sure your hands are completely dry. Don't use hair spray, gel
or mousse before application.

Step 1
(If you want, take a picture now for comparison later.)

45º

Style your hair as usual.
Peel oﬀ the seal and discard. Hold the bottle 1 inch above the
thinning area at a 45 degree angle. You can adjust the tilt to
increase or decrease the amount coming out of the bottle.
Gently shake or tap the bottle with your ﬁngers to dispense Caboki
onto the thinning area. SLOWLY build up to a natural coverage by
repeating the application a few times until desired result.

Step 2
Pat your hair very gently with your palm in between
applications to blend in Caboki. This is a very important
step to let Caboki seamlessly merge with your hair,
making it undetectable. You may also use a comb to
gently style the applied area (avoid touching the scalp
with comb).

Step 3
Last step, protect your style with hair spray. Don't hold
the bottle too close to your hair; 1 foot (30 cm) away
from your head is recommended.

Tips:
Here is another popular technique for applying Caboki on the scalp- create a part using a comb, and apply the Caboki along the
part line. Create another part nearby and repeat until all area are covered with Caboki.
Tips for applying in the frontal area- Place
your hand under the hairline to keep it
from getting onto your face, or use Caboki
Hairline Perfector.

Tips for applying in the crown area- With a wall mirror behind you,
hold up a handheld mirror in the front to see your crown area in
the wall mirror. Or you may face the wall mirror and hold up a
handheld mirror close to the crown area.

Checkout instruction videos from pros and users:
www.caboki.com/how
First few uses may seem time-consuming. But once you get the hang of it, you will be able to get it done within minutes! Caboki
gives such a boost to self-conﬁdence, our customers fall in love with it once they learn how to apply Caboki, often after just a few
uses. You will too!

Removal:
Any shampoo will remove Caboki. If Caboki gets on your hands, just wash with water. If stray Caboki falls on your clothes, just dust it
oﬀ, it will not leave any stain.

Common Questions
1. Product does not come out easily
This happens when too much product aggregates inside the dispensing chamber (under the sifter); there is not enough air space for
the product to move around, making it hard to ﬂow out.
Hold the bottle upright (cap facing up) and tap the bottom of the bottle against a countertop 5-6 times to let some product in the
chamber fall down into the container.
To prevent this problem from happening again, hold the bottle at 45 degree as shown in the instructions when you apply the
product.
2. Color does not match my hair
Here are a few tips to pick the right color: Stand in front of a mirror, check the hair ROOT color in the thinning area. This is the color to
match.
If you have salt & pepper or highlighted hair, match the darker ROOT color. For example, if your native hair color is dark brown with
some grey hair or highlighted hair mixed in, choose our Dark Brown.
If your color does not match any of our shades, get 2 colors that are closest to your hair and apply both.

Common Mistakes by Beginners
Mistake 1: Use on bald or nearly bald area
Caboki needs HAIR to cling to. Avoid bare skin.
Mistake 2: Haste
If you are new to Caboki, GO SLOW, Avoid applying too much product all at once.
Mistake 3: Hair looks "dusty"
Remember to blend in Caboki by gently patting the applied area, or gently comb your hair (without letting the teeth touch the
scalp). Don't put on too much product.
Mistake 4: Apply too much product
To make the result look natual, don't over apply. The less hair you have, the LESS product you should use. A little goes a long way.

Ingredients
Gossypium Herbaceum (Levant cotton) ﬁber, mineral colorants (Iron oxide).

Warnings
For external use only. Keep out of reach of children. If in contact with eyes, just wash out with water.

To avoid being scammed with fake Caboki, buy from oﬃcial site:
www.caboki.com

Join our Autoship program and save up to 45%. Details here:
www.caboki.com/autoship
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